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**GETTING TO YOUR HALL**

Bring this map with you on Move-In Day and use it for directions.

It's very important that you follow the driving directions provided in this guide or on the Illinois App when coming to campus Tuesday, August 16 through Thursday, August 18.

These temporary routes are designed to reduce traffic congestion and speed up your moving process. If you arrive any other day, follow the normal routes and parking restrictions.

**MOVE-IN STEPS**

• Ensure you and your visitors know your assigned residence hall and room number.
• Follow the highway exit information and color-coded routes to drive to your hall.
• Follow directional signs and volunteer instructions to your hall’s unloading area.
• Have your i-card ready and head inside your hall to check in.

**VEHICLE & PARKING INFORMATION**

Once your vehicle is unloaded, you will be directed to a general parking lot on campus. Vehicles left in the unloading area past their allotted time may be relocated. University Housing is not responsible for parking tickets you may receive.

If you are moving in on a day other than August 16 - 18, follow posted signage on campus regarding parking.

**EARLY STUDENT MOVE-IN**

Students who have a university obligation or need to move in early for personal reasons, may move in between August 14 - 16 for an additional fee.

Additional details can be found at HOUSING.ILLINOIS.EDU/EARLYARRIVAL.

**PLANS CHANGED?**

If you can’t make it during Move-In Days, visit HOUSING.ILLINOIS.EDU/TOOLS/MOVE-IN for more information.

**Download the Illinois App**

You’ll find handy resources to help your first days on campus go smoothly.

---

**DO NOT USE ONLINE MAPS, GPS or THE CAMPUS MAP FOR DIRECTIONS ONCE YOU APPROACH CHAMPAIGN-URBANA.**
UNLOAD AND GO AREAS

FROM I-74
» EXIT AT LINCOLN AVE. AND GO SOUTH

FROM I-57/I-72
» FROM I-57, EXIT EAST ONTO I-72
» I-72 BECOMES UNIVERSITY AVE.
» TAKE UNIVERSITY AVE. EAST TO LINCOLN AVE.
» TURN SOUTH ONTO LINCOLN AVE.

URBANA HALLS

- ALLEN RESIDENCE HALL
- BUSEY-EVANS RESIDENCE HALLS
- FLORIDA AVENUE RESIDENCE HALLS (FAR): OGLESBY AND TRELEASE
- ILLINOIS STREET RESIDENCE HALLS (ISR): TOWNSEND AND WARDALL
- LINCOLN AVENUE RESIDENCE HALLS (LAR): LEONARD AND SHELDEN
- PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE RESIDENCE HALLS (PAR): BABCOCK, BLAISDELL, CARR AND SAUNDERS

**ALLEN (14)**
» SOUTH ON LINCOLN AVE.
» TURN WEST ONTO PENNSYLVANIA AVE.
» TURN NORTH ONTO DORNER DR.
» FOLLOW SIGNS FOR HALL UNLOAD AND GO AREAS

**BUSEY-EVANS (11)**
» SOUTH ON LINCOLN AVE.
» TURN WEST ONTO GREEN ST.
» TURN SOUTH ONTO GOODWIN AVE.
» TURN EAST ONTO NEVADA ST.
» FOLLOW SIGNS FOR HALL UNLOAD AND GO AREAS

**FAR (16)**
» SOUTH ON LINCOLN AVE.
» TURN WEST ONTO FLORIDA AVE.
» TURN NORTH ONTO MARYLAND AVE.
» TURN EAST ONTO COLLEGE CT.
» FOLLOW SIGNS FOR HALL UNLOAD AND GO AREAS

**ISR (12)**
» SOUTH ON LINCOLN AVE.
» TURN WEST ONTO ILLINOIS ST.
» FOLLOW SIGNS FOR HALL UNLOAD AND GO AREAS

**LAR (13)**
» SOUTH ON LINCOLN AVE.
» FOLLOW SIGNS FOR HALL UNLOAD AND GO AREAS

**PAR (15)**
» SOUTH ON LINCOLN AVE.
» TURN WEST ONTO COLLEGE CT.
» FOLLOW SIGNS FOR HALL UNLOAD AND GO AREAS

Florida Avenue turns into Kirby Avenue when you cross into Champaign.

Scan the QR code with your phone for access to important links.